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Jeff Tantsura, Jeffrey Zhang
Agenda

• Admin stuff; chair’s update – 5 minutes
• Tony: protocol update – 20 minutes
• Tony: Implementation update – 20 ~ 30 minutes
• Pascal: negative disaggregation – 20 ~ 30 minutes
• Dave: draft-allan-Isr-flooding-algorithm-00 - 10 minutes
• Sandy: Yang update – 5 minutes

The implementation update and the negative disaggregation will share 50 minutes.
Base Specification Status

• Draft-ietf-rift-rift-03 revision posted
  • PGP/SR moved out to two separate drafts
  • Other progresses
    • See Tony’s presentation

• Implementation update
  • See Tony’s presentation

• Milestone update
  • Submit to IESG by July 2019 meeting
Supporting Documents

• YANG specification in progress
• Applicability Statement and Threat Analysis documents to be written
  • Can you help?
• PGP/SR drafts on side burner now
  • Comments & contributions sought